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B4GMA_c89_203729.htm 13.The town of Stavanger， Norway，

was quiet and peaceful until the early 1960s， when Stavanger

became Norways center for offshore oil exploration. Between then

and now， violent crime and vandalism in Stavanger have greatly

increased. Cearly， these social problems are among the results of

Stavangers oil boom. Which of the following ， if it occurred

between the early 1960s and now， give the strongest support to the

argument above？ （A） The people of Stavanger rarely regret that

their town was chosen to be Norways center for offshore oil

exploration. （B） Norwegian sociologists expressed grave concern

about the increase in violent crime and vandalism in stavanger. （C

） Violent crime and vandalism have remained low in Norwegian

towns that had no oil boom. （D） Nonviolent crime， drug

addiction， and divorce in Stavanger increased approximately as

much as violent crime and vandalism did. （E） The oil boom

necessitated the building of wider roads for the increased traffic in

Stavanger. 14.In the aftermath of a worldwide stock-market crash，

Country T claimed that the severity of the stock-market crash it

experienced resulted from the accelerated process of

denationalization many of its industries underwent shortly before the

crash. Which of the following， if it could be carried out， would be

most useful in an evaluation of Country Ts assessment of the causes

of the severity of its stock-market crash？ （A） Calculating the



average loss experienced by individual traders in Country T during

the crash （B） Using economic theory to predict the most likely

date of the next crash in Country T （C） Comparing the total

number of shares sold during the worst days of the crash in Country

T to the total number of shares sold in Country T just prior to the

crash. （D） Comparing the severity of the crash in Country T to

the severity of the crash in countries otherwise economically similar

to Country T that have not experienced recent denationalization （E

） Comparing the long-term effects of the crash on the purchasing

power of the currency of Country T to the immediate， more severe

short-term effects of the crash on the purchasing power of the
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